Unit-cell homogenization techniques are frequently used together with the ÿnite element method to compute e ective mechanical properties for a wide range of di erent composites and heterogeneous materials systems. For systems with very complicated material arrangements, mesh generation can be a considerable obstacle to usage of these techniques. In this work, pixel-based (2D) and voxel-based (3D) meshing concepts borrowed from image processing are thus developed and employed to construct the ÿnite element models used in computing the micro-scale stress and strain ÿelds in the composite. The potential advantage of these techniques is that generation of unit-cell models can be automated, thus requiring far less human time than traditional ÿnite element models. Essential ideas and algorithms for implementation of proposed techniques are presented. In addition, a new error estimator based on sensitivity of virtual strain energy to mesh reÿnement is presented and applied. The computational costs and rate of convergence for the proposed methods are presented for three di erent mesh-reÿnement algorithms: uniform reÿnement; selective reÿnement based on material boundary resolution; and adaptive reÿnement based on error estimation.
INTRODUCTION

Overview
Computational unit-cell homogenization methods typically involve constructing a continuum model of a composite's heterogeneous material structure (Figure 1 ), and then applying loads to the model with imposed periodic boundary conditions [1] [2] [3] to study the property-structure behaviour. While both spectral [4] and ÿnite element [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] analysis methods have been proposed and implemented in unit-cell modelling of textile composites or other periodic media, the latter appear more robust due to their ability to handle general, non-linear, material scale behaviours. Nevertheless, there are many very practical challenges to be addressed in computational unit-cell analysis and homogenization of composite materials. The model of a composite's unit-cell must adequately capture material arrangements and volume fractions as well as the local stress=strain ÿelds in the unit-cell under a variety of loading conditions. Wentorf et al. [9] have noted that errors in both resolution of material interfaces and material-scale stress and strain ÿelds can lead to appreciable error in computing the e ective properties of composites. Therefore, both types of errors require consideration in unit-cell analysis.
There are alternatives to unit-cell analysis techniques that attempt to homogenize textile composites using hybrid micro-mechanics-based rules of mixtures in tandem with geometric decomposition of the textile into portions that are either aligned or orthogonal to the macroscopic strain in the composite. Such techniques have been applied both to textile composites with linear elastic constituents [10] and even inelastic constituents [11; 12] . The current unitcell analysis framework being developed here is more computationally involved than the preceding techniques but also more general, and thus useful for exploring the property-structure characteristics of textile composites.
The requirements that unit-cell analysis techniques use models that are su ciently reÿned to capture both material arrangements and also the material scale stress-strain ÿelds within the composite give rise to two inherent challenges associated with ÿnite element based computational homogenization:
• The computational cost (both required memory and the number of CPU operations) when dealing with unit-cell analysis of three-dimensional composite material systems can be considerable, thus requiring usage of rapid and e cient high performance computing techniques [9] ; • The development of suitable material-scale ÿnite element models that capture material arrangements, interface conditions, and stress=strain ÿelds can be painstaking to create, and can require considerable amounts of the analyst's time whenever a new material arrangement or ÿbre volume fraction is to be considered.
The objective of this paper is to deal with second issue in a way that facilitates extending the realm of material systems to which unit-cell analysis and computational homogenization can be applied. Speciÿcally, novel, voxel-based meshing and analysis techniques based on bilinear and trilinear elements are presented, tested, and discussed here, within the context of unit-cell analysis of periodic textile composites. In a subsequent work [13] the voxel-based unit-cell analysis framework developed here is extended to semi-structured, adaptive meshing techniques based on tri-quadratic tetrahedral elements.
The basic di culty
Textile composites are one particular class of materials that serve to illustrate the potential di culties in both meshing and unit-cell analysis of media with fairly complicated material structures. Considering the plain weave composite with orthogonal inserts whose unit-cell is shown in Figure 1 , it can be noted that the meshing of individual yarns in the unit-cell is actually quite simple, whereas the meshing of the polymer matrix phase between the individual yarns is much more di cult. For each individual yarn in the textile's unit-cell, one can start with a mesh of a circular cylinder, and then apply a number of deformation, translation, and rotation transformations to each to obtain the basic textile shown in Figure 1 (b). Though meshing of the textile itself is quite straightforward, meshing of the polymer matrix inÿll between the yarns in such a way that elements with favourable aspect ratios are achieved and such that full compatibility of the displacement ÿeld across material boundaries is achieved is somewhat more di cult. While a number of ad hoc and speciÿc meshing algorithms can be developed to construct the polymer inÿll for speciÿc textile patterns, such algorithms typically need to be re-developed (at considerable time cost) each time a new textile pattern is considered. For this reason, we seek to develop and test here, and in other works [13] , robust, automated meshing techniques that can be easily applied to very broad classes of composite materials.
Review of mesh generation based on triangles and tetrahedra
A variety of what are now somewhat conventional approaches to capturing material boundaries with triangular (2D) and tetrahedral (3D) elements have been successfully developed and used over the past decade [14] . The classes of methods being reviewed here can be separated into two categories: (1) those based on structured meshes and (2) those based on non-structured meshes.
1.3.1. Structured mesh generation approaches. Creation of structured meshes based on transformations and mappings usually proceeds by creating a mesh with regular polygons (2D) or regular polyhedra (3D), and then mapping the meshed object into one of the same topology, but a di erent shape [15; 16] . Creation of the individual yarns of the textile composite unit-cell in Figure 1 (b) is an example of using mappings and transformations on a number of di erent objects. Another structured approach, similar to the voxel-based techniques to be introduced in the main body of this article, is a grid-based technique. In such techniques, a regular grid of nodes and cells is constructed in space, and the object to be meshed is inserted into the same space. Those cells lying completely outside of the space occupied by the object to be meshed are removed, while those cells containing boundaries of the object are truncated in a manner that Figure 2 . Grid-based approach of Hole [14] in which interior grid cells form good elements, and those along the boundary must be adjusted or trimmed. captures the boundary (Figure 2 ). The recognized characteristics of the grid-base approach are that: (1) the ÿner the grid, the better the resulting mesh will be, since the proportion of internal elements that are well-shaped will be higher; and (2) object features small compared to the grid spacing size 'h' are lost in the meshing process. To facilitate meshing of objects with ÿne features, hierarchical grids using quadtree and octree multi-resolution approaches [17] have been developed as extensions of grid-based approaches ( Figure 3 ).
1.3.2.
Unstructured mesh generation approaches. Unstructured mesh generation techniques are typically based on triangular elements in two-dimensions and tetrahedral elements in threedimensions. A major issue with triangulation techniques is ensuring that individual elements have quality shapes. Tests on Jacobian determinants have been essential to identify poorly performing elements, but when dealing with higher-order displacement ÿelds, the numerical performance of the mesh is also very sensitive to obtuse angles as shown by BabuÄ ska and Aziz [18] . Common quality indicators based on element geometry, and frequently used in preand post-processing mesh improvement schemes have thus been developed [19; 20] ). Despite the good properties of triangulation techniques, they still require much user preprocessing both to determine material boundaries and to adjust the mesh size. Attempts to extend triangulation techniques to 3D modelling are still ongoing. One of the major di culties being addressed is degeneration of element shapes and aspect ratios under repetitive local mesh reÿnements [21] [22] [23] .
In unstructured meshing, advancing front techniques [24; 25] , Delaunay triangulation [26; 19] and combinations of the two [27; 28] are quite common. The ÿrst problem to be addressed is constructing a description of the meshing domain's boundary in terms of discrete data segments such as line segments=triangles (advancing front method) or triangles=tetra-hedrons with minimum aspect ratio (Delaunay triangulation). The data segments must be carefully chosen to distinguish between the interior and exterior of the meshing domain.
In unstructured approaches, the domain being meshed is deÿned by its boundaries, and typically only the domain on one-side of the boundary is actually meshed. For micro-mechanical analysis of composite materials, there exist multiple singly connected material domain entities (inclusions) and the boundaries between these di erent entities and the matrix medium that occupies the interstices are essentially embedded within. Since both the matrix and inclusion phases must generally be meshed, some modiÿcations to one-sided meshing would be needed in unstructured approaches. For this reason and others, we consider below voxel-based meshing techniques that are inherently two-sided.
Precedents in voxel-based meshing
Voxel-based meshing is a three-dimensional analogue to two-dimensional pixel-based meshing. It has been previously used in automotive applications for meshing of complicated threedimensional components for FEM analysis [29] and also in biomechanics to construct unitcell models of trabecular bone using CT-scan data [30; 31] . Since trabecular bone is a quasirandom composite material in which the material structure cannot be described mathematically, CT-scan data is essential to generate the model. Accordingly, the resolution of material boundaries that can be achieved in unit-cell models of trabecular bone is limited by the resolution of the CT-scan data. Unlike quasi-random trabecular bone, many composites have a nearly periodic or nearly regular material structure that can be described mathematically. Therefore, when voxel methods are applied to such composites, inÿnite material resolution is theoretically possible, although realistically, the size of the FEM analysis problem imposes a limit on material resolution. In this study a variety of relatively simple voxel meshing algorithms are developed and applied to the analysis of ÿbrous textile composites.
Voxel-based meshing and adaptive reÿnement
To achieve convergence in both material resolution and computed e ective material properties, adaptive mesh reÿnement methods are employed with the proposed voxel/pixel techniques. In recent years, much work has been done with error estimators and their usage in adaptive mesh reÿnement. Zienkiewicz and Zhu [32] developed a practical a-posteriori error estimator based on stress averaging or the so-called L 2 projection method. Since the error estimator uses a smoothed stress ÿeld from the FE approximation rather than the true stress ÿeld, its e cacy depends on the chosen manner of smoothing. It is now recognized [33] that the L 2 projection method is asymptotically correct only when the mesh discretization error is modest. Recently, new smoothing techniques like Super-convergent Patch Recovery [34] and Recovery by Equilibrium Patches [35] have been developed to enhance the precision in estimating the discretization error. In this work, we introduce a new adaptive mesh-reÿnement technique that is natural for usage in voxel=pixel meshing techniques. It is based on sensitivity analysis of virtual strain energy in each element of the model to mesh reÿnement, which can also be interpreted as an indicator of weak-form dis-equilibrium when the stress ÿeld is projected onto smooth basis functions within the interior of individual unreÿned elements.
Procedures in voxel-based meshing and overview
The basic procedures of voxel-based meshing and unit-cell analysis are as follows:
1. Develop suitable mathematical descriptions of the individual inclusion objects to be used in the composite. 2. Generate a uniform initial mesh of quadrilaterals (pixels, in two-dimensions) or hexahedra (voxels in three-dimensions) for the unit-cell model. 3. Using sampling techniques, determine the fraction of each voxel that lies within each of the inclusion objects. 4. Apply rules of mixtures to obtain upper and lower bounds on the mechanical properties of 'mixed' voxels that contain more than one material. 5. For a given macroscopic stress or strain loading on the unit-cell, solve for the heterogeneous displacement ÿelds that lead to satisfaction of the weak form of the local equilibrium conditions. 6. Compute the corresponding macroscopic stresses and strains in the composite. 7. Note the discrepancy between 'bounds' on homogenized properties from unit-cell analysis associated with alternative treatments of mixed voxels. 8. If discrepancy between bounds is unacceptable, or if results have not yet converged, apply successive quadtree/octree mesh reÿnements and repeat above procedures until the discrepancies are su ciently small.
These voxel-based meshing techniques for composite materials are investigated here because:
(1) voxels do not su er from shape distortion under repetitive reÿnement; (2) the methods are inherently two-sided; and (3) unit-cell models can be developed with negligible volumefraction errors. In the sequel of this paper, the basic methodology of unit-cell homogenization of periodic composites is brie y reviewed. Then the concepts, issues and techniques employed in voxel-based meshing of textile composites are presented. The convergence characteristics of the voxel-based methods are then presented for two-dimensional aligned ÿbre composite examples, and then for three-dimensional ÿbrous textile composites.
COMPUTATIONAL HOMOGENIZATION
Notation for periodic composites
The general classes of composite materials under consideration ( Figure 4 ) are assumed to occupy a domain b in 3 and to exhibit periodic microstructures in that a single wavelength sub-domain forms a unit-cell s = 
Material scale co-ordinates X and x are used in solving unit-cell homogenization problems, whereas macroscale co-ordinates Y and y are used in solving structural analysis problems with the e ective medium approximation. (In this work attention is conÿned solely to perform unitcell analysis at the material scale.) At the material scale, and at the macroscale, the respective deformation gradients are deÿned as follows:
If the length scale of variation l associated with deformation in a composite structural element b is much larger than the wavelengths of the material microstructure (l= [ 1) then the deformation and stress ÿelds will be -periodic on the material scale such that
where n is a small, but otherwise arbitrary integer, A(X) is the local Piola-Kircho stress tensor, and F(X) is the local deformation gradient. Periodicity of one ÿeld (deformation or stress) typically assures periodicity of the other. The periodicity of the stress and deformation ÿeld on the material-scale suggests that they admit additive decompositions into macroscopic contributions (S; ), which are constant on the micro-scale, and purely oscillatory contributions [A * (X); F * (X)], which can vary quite signiÿcantly on the unit-cell length scale:
The homogenized macroscopic tensors (S; ) are deÿned as volume averages of (A; F) over the undeformed unit-cell, and have the mathematical deÿnitions:
where V is the initial volume of the unit-cell s . Combining (4) and (5) it can be shown that
With regard to the constant-periodic decomposition of the deformation ÿeld, it can also be shown by integrating (4) 2 that the displacement ÿeld over an individual unit-cell must admit a linear-periodic decomposition:
where any constant or rigid body contributions to the displacement ÿeld u are eliminated by proper restraints on the unit-cell domain, and imposing = R · U, where R is a rotation operator, and U is the right stretch tensor. The periodic displacement ÿeld contribution u * per (X) permits a heterogeneous (non-uniform) deformation ÿeld within the unit-cell domain s , satisfying local stress equilibrium IJ; I = 0.
The e ective elastic sti ness tensor C
The deformation-controlled homogenization problem involves imposing macroscopic deformation (or imposing u = [ − 1] · X) on the cell of a composite and computing the resulting periodic minimal energy displacement ÿeld u * : s ⇒ 3 satisfying the equilibrium equation (∇ · A = 0 on s ). From the equilibrium local displacement ÿeld u(X), strain-displacement relations, and constitutive behaviours of the materials in the composites, the corresponding stress ÿeld A(X) and its macroscopic counterpart S can be computed. For the special case of a composite material being comprised of linearly elastic and perfectly bonded constituents, the functional form of the e ective constitutive behaviour for the composite will necessarily be that of linear, anisotropic elasticity. Using deformation-controlled homogenization, the components of a composite's linearized anisotropic sti ness tensor C can be calculated straightforwardly as follows: given a state of macroscopic deformation imposed on the unit-cell. The associated macroscopic strain (Green-Lagrange) is computed as
A weak form of the local equilibrium equation ∇ · A (KL) = 0; ∀X ∈ s is then solved (subject to periodic boundary conditions) for the unknown part of the material-scale displacement ÿeld [u * (X)] (KL) on the domain of the unit-cell s . In solving a weak form of the local equilibrium state equation over s via the ÿnite element method, the local strain and stress ÿelds are explicitly computed. By the average stress theorem for composites subjected to macroscopically homogeneous deformation loading kK , the macroscopic stress tensor S local stress ÿeld. S
Accordingly, by solving the unit-cell problem for all appropriate and necessary permutations of the K and L indices of the macro strain tensor E. The coe cients of the e ective medium elastic sti ness tensor for the composite are simply
where KL is the Kronecker delta function.
BASIC CONCEPTS OF VOXEL-BASED MESHING
Mathematical description of reinforcement
Most composites are typically fabricated with continuous and=or discrete reinforcing ÿbres or particles embedded in a continuous matrix material. In a three-dimensional spatial domain, the material region R occupied by each reinforcing ÿbre or particle can be described mathematically either with a single function F R (X) : s → , or a set of di erent functions as follows:
These mathematical representations permit one to test whether any given material point lies inside of a speciÿc convex reinforcing object or outside of that object. Speciÿcally, a material point X lies inside of the reinforcing object when F R (X)¡0 and either outside of the yarn or on the boundary otherwise.
In voxel-based meshing, the unit-cell domain s of the composite is discretized into a ÿnite number of N non-intersecting volume elements e or voxels. The fraction of each voxel that is occupied by a given reinforcing object can be determined to any desired level of precision by sampling material points from the voxel either randomly or systematically ( Figure 5 ). Thus for each voxel (or ÿnite element) comprising the composite's unit-cell, one can readily determine a volume fraction associated with the reinforcing object of interest. In the limit of inÿnite voxel resolution of the unit-cell (N → ∞) the reinforcing object volume fraction associated with each voxel tends to discrete values of 0 and 1. However, for practical mesh resolutions, many of the voxels will typically contain intermediate reinforcement volume fractions in the range n ∈ (0; 1).
In order to compute the volume fraction of each voxel that is occupied by a given material object m, the voxel is subdivided into L non-intersecting volume sub-elements. At the centroid of each sub-element, the material indicator function (11) is then evaluated for the mth material component. If the centroid lies within material phase m, it is assumed that the entire volume of the sub-element lies within material phase m. Accordingly, the volume fraction of material m in the eth voxel comprising the unit-cell is computed as follows: where V l e is the volume of the eth voxel's lth sub-element l e , and Z l e is the same subelement's centroid. In the limit as L → ∞ the computation of material volume fractions in each voxel tend to their exact values. In all of the computations of this e ort, a value of L = 100 is used in two-dimensions, and L = 1000 in three-dimensions.
Material hierarchy and averaged material directors
Another important issue when analysing textile composites is that of material hierarchy. A composite material is made of one or more distinct materials, and one or more of these materials can themselves be composites whose e ective properties are anisotropic. In the case of textile composites, the yarns are essentially uni-directionally-aligned ÿbre-matrix composites that feature strong transverse isotropy with much higher sti ness and strength in the longitudinal direction than in transverse directions. Moreover, since individual yarns are warped to create an interwoven reinforcement structure, the axis of transverse isotropy changes smoothly with distance along a given yarn. When an anisotropic material phase m partially or even fully occupies a given voxel e, the average orientation of the material phase m in the voxel is needed.
The director for a transversely isotropic material at a point X is a unit vector aligned with that material's local axial direction. To compute the averaged material director d m e for transversely isotropic phase m occupying voxel e, the following algorithm is used: Figure 6 . Geometric description of a woven yarn and its cross-section.
Geometry description
The textile composite unit-cell model ( Figure 1 ) is composed of four woven yarns and nine orthogonal inserts. It is here assumed that each yarn was initially a straight cylinder with an elliptical cross-section, but then deformed so that the centerline curve is sinusoidal and so that cross-sections remain orthogonal to the original axis of the cylinder ( Figure 6 ). In addition, the centreline curve of the yarn lies on a user-deÿned Á-plane deÿned by three points A, B and C. Points A, B are the two end points of the yarn's centreline axis and C is an auxiliary point that determines the plane. The mathematical description of each woven yarn in local co-ordinates can be written as
For each yarn, the transformation matrix Q between XYZ-co-ordinates and Á -co-ordinates is^=
Since yarns are assumed to have transversely isotropic material properties, only the material director in the ÿbre direction, speciÿed with respect to the local Á co-ordinate system, is needed. The ÿbre director is assumed parallel to the yarn's centreline curve and is constant over each elliptic cross-section perpendicular to the -axis. Accordingly, the material director of a sample point ( ; Á; ) in Á -co-ordinates can be expressed aŝ
The material director is then transformed into the XYZ-co-ordinate system as follows:
E ective properties of mixed voxels
In cases, where individual voxels contain a mixture of both reinforcement and matrix material, the associated mechanical properties of the voxel can be determined either from: (a) usage of combinations of the classical Voigt-Reuss-type mixing rules; or (b) constructing unit-cell models of impure voxels and employing homogenization to compute e ective properties. Experimentation by the authors with both options has shown that option (a) is more e cient and e ective than option (b). Thus, in the subsequent development, the e ective elastic properties C * e in a given voxel e are determined as follows:
in which
Above, C and S denote, respectively, elastic sti ness and compliance tensors for the yarn and matrix phases. In Equation (18), = 1 gives the Voigt rule that provides an upper bound on the possible sti ness of any mixed voxel, and = 0 provides the Reuss upper bound on the compliance of any mixed voxel. While applied here for strictly linear elastic material behaviours, the Voigt and Reuss mixing rules can easily be used with a wide variety of material behaviours, as was demonstrated by Swan and Kosaka [37] in the context of structural topology optimization. In this work, the polymer matrix phase is assumed to be isotropic, and the yarn phase transversely isotropic. Thus when computing the Voigt (C Voigt e ) or Reuss (C Reuss e ) sti ness of a given voxel, the yarn sti ness C yarn or compliance S yarn in (19) are computed based on the averaged material director d yarn e which is obtained as described in Section 3.3.
3.5. Mesh reÿnement options 3.5.1. Uniform and selective reÿnement. In voxel-based meshing, increasing mesh reÿnement leads to both: (1) enhanced resolution of the material scale stress and strain ÿelds; and (2) enhanced resolution of material arrangements. Uniform reÿnement of all voxels throughout a unit-cell model s increases both (1) and (2), but at a higher computational expense. More feasible is the selective reÿnement of those voxels that contain a mixture of materials, leading to a mesh with higher resolution in the vicinity of material boundaries, relatively coarse elements in the free-ÿeld, and a large spectrum of element sizes. A two-dimensional representation of an aligned ÿbre composite with both uniform and selective mesh reÿnement is shown in Figure 7 . With selective reÿnement, voxels are reÿned only to better resolve material boundaries, and not to minimize error estimates associated with the displacement solution ÿelds as is commonly done in adaptive h-reÿnement techniques. Thus, the criterion for determining whether a given voxel should be reÿned is [ (1 − )¿C], where can be taken as the volume fraction of the matrix phase, and where C is a small positive parameter chosen to re ect the minimal acceptable level of voxel purity. In two-dimensions, planar elements undergoing selective reÿnement are simply subdivided into four planar sub-elements, while in three-dimension, hexahedral brick elements are subdivided into eight hexahedral sub-elements upon reÿnement.
3.5.2. Constrained selective reÿnement. Pure selective reÿnement of pixels/voxels to achieve high resolution of material boundaries has the pitfall that it can result in highly inaccurate numerical solutions. This is most likely to happen when highly reÿned elements are adjacent to much larger elements that have undergone far fewer generations of reÿnement (Figure 7(b) ). Since they are adjacent to a larger element, the sequence of highly reÿned elements cannot capture local uctuations in stresses and strains, since many of their associated degrees of freedom are constrained in order to maintain displacement continuity. To avoid this potential problem, when employing selective reÿnement of pixels/voxels, it is best to impose the constraint that adjoining pixels/voxels be no more than one generation apart in terms of their level of reÿnement. In this work, mesh reÿnement to achieve high resolution of material interfaces but with the constraint that adjacent elements must be no more than one generation apart is termed constrained-selective reÿnement. It should be observed (Figure 7 (c)) that with constrained selective reÿnement, as elements in the vicinity of material interfaces are reÿned, elements in the free-ÿeld away from material boundaries are also reÿned. Practical details on the implementation of constrained selective mesh reÿnement are provided in Section 4.
3.5.3. Adaptive mesh reÿnement. As described above, selective reÿnement is based strictly on reÿnement of those voxels=pixels lying along material interfaces. With constrained selective reÿnement, even those voxels removed from material interfaces will be reÿned as those voxels in the vicinity of material interfaces are increasingly reÿned. A question that needs to be addressed is whether constrained selective methods of reÿnement have performance characteristics similar to that of the so-called adaptive mesh reÿnement techniques that reÿne those regions having the highest energy errors. The global equilibrium equation for the unit-cell can be written in variational form as
where the ÿrst integral term in (20b) denotes the internal virtual work in the domain of analysis. A potentially useful criterion for mesh reÿnement is the sensitivity of virtual strain energy in each element or voxel to potential reÿnement. This sensitivity can be evaluated on an element-by-element basis and then ranked, giving a priority criterion for each voxel or element to be reÿned. In two-dimensions, the isolated reÿnement of a given four-node bilinear quadrilateral ÿnite element results in the introduction of ÿve new nodes. Of these ÿve nodes, only the center node will be free, while the remaining four on the boundaries will be enslaved to their preexisting master nodes as described in Section 4. Consequently, the additional virtual strain in the element stemming from reÿnement can be attributed entirely to the additional degree of freedom at the centre of the reÿned element, or U(X) = B c (X) · u c where B c (X) is the strain-displacement matrix associated with the introduced centre node, and u c is the virtual displacement associated with the introduced centre node. The shape function associated with the free centre node will typically be a bubble-function that vanishes on the boundaries of the element. (As an example, for a two-dimensional four-node bilinear element, the centre node function in the parent domain would be of the form N C (r) = (1 − r 2 )(1 − s 2 ).) The virtual strain energy in the eth element associated with reÿnement is simply:
Taking the sensitivity of this virtual strain energy with respect to the virtual nodal displacement u c , yields an unbalanced force on the hypothetically introduced centre node c associated with the current stress ÿeld A within the eth element:
The norm of such an unbalanced force for each element in the mesh can then be used as a prioritization criterion for reÿnement of all elements in the mesh. It should be realized that the unbalanced force magnitude as expressed in (22) is not an error estimator for the stress within an element, but is instead an error indicator for the strain energy within an element. By virtue of its integral form, this criterion will give higher reÿnement priority to large elements, Figure 8 . Adaptively reÿned, undeformed, voxel-based meshes. In both computations, mixed elements were modelled using the Voigt (iso-strain) mixing rule: (a) extensional test; and (b) shear test.
as opposed to smaller elements. Examples of two-dimensional unit-cell meshes after many generations of adaptive reÿnement are shown in Figure 8 . It is worth noting here that the proposed expression [Equation (22)] for sensitivity of virtual strain energy to mesh reÿnement is not exact. When a mixed voxel or element is reÿned, the modelled distribution of material within the space covered by that voxel will typically change. Such spatial re-distribution of materials within a voxel undergoing reÿnement has not been accounted for in Equation (22).
DISPLACEMENT CONTINUITY AND HANGING NODES
Description of hanging nodes
An advantage associated with pixel=voxel reÿnement using edge bisection is that the element aspect ratio is kept unchanged through countless generations of reÿnement. Thus if voxels in the original mesh have favourable shapes and aspect ratios, the favourable shape and aspect ratio are preserved throughout all successive reÿnements. In contrast, however, conventional unstructured meshing techniques using triangular=tetrahedral elements can su er considerable di culties as element shape and aspect ratios tend to degenerate with repeated generations of reÿnement. Although pixel=voxel techniques do not have problems pertaining to poor element aspect ratios under repeated reÿnement, the issue of the so-called hanging nodes is a potential problem requiring attention. In 2D, hanging nodes are those introduced along edges separating elements that have undergone di erent levels of successive reÿnement. In 3D, hanging nodes are those introduced along edges and faces separating elements having undergone di erent levels of reÿnement. Unless their degrees of freedom are constrained, such nodes induce displacement ÿeld discontinuity. Furthermore, in computational homogenization of periodic media where periodic boundary conditions must be imposed, additional care must be devoted to treatment of hanging nodes on the unit-cell's boundaries.
Edges are simple data structures associated with contiguous nodes of a given pixel or voxel element. All pixel elements have four edges and all voxel elements will have 12 edges. Whenever a pixel or voxel element is subdivided during mesh reÿnement, all of its associated edge data is erased, and edges of the four=eight descendant elements are generated instead. In the unit-cell model, any interior edge (i.e. an edge that is not on an exterior boundary of the model) is shared among two to four adjoining elements. When not every one of these adjoining elements is reÿned, the new node introduced on the interior edge is said to be a hanging node. To avoid discontinuity of the displacement ÿeld along this edge, the displacements of the hanging node should be enslaved to those of the end nodes on the edge. In this sense, the end nodes on the edge are said to be master nodes, while the hanging node is said to be a slave to the masters (Figure 9 ). When the other adjoining elements are subsequently reÿned, the hanging node no longer needs to be enslaved, and it becomes a regular free node. This is accomplished by using a few relatively simple data structures (see Box 1): edge slave sets Box 1. Deÿnition of edge slave sets and potential master sets. where the members are pre-existing nodes at the end-points or corner-points of the edge or face along which S was introduced. Note that the set has two members when S is introduced along an edge, and four members when introduced on a face (see Figure 10 ). Figure 11 . Illustration of hanging nodes with local mesh reÿnement: (a) edge BC is shared by two adjoining elements E1 and E2; (b) after reÿnement of E1, the introduced node E hangs along edge BC of E2, while node D is free since edge AB is on periphery of model and does not belong to any elements beyond E1; and (c) upon subsequent reÿnement of element E2, node E is set free.
and potential master sets. Each existing edge in the mesh has an edge slave set and each newly introduced node S has a set of potential masters. During hierarchical quadtree or octree mesh reÿnement processes, when an existing pixel or voxel element is reÿned, new nodes can be introduced at mid-points on existing edges and faces, or at the centre of the element interior (Figure 10 ). When a node is considered for introduction along a given edge (Figure 11 ), the edge slave set is ÿrst checked. If that edge slave set is already occupied, then no node need be introduced along the edge considered. However, if that edge slave set is empty, then the new node is indeed introduced. The identifying numbers of the nodes deÿning the edge are then placed into the new node's potential masters set. Similarly, when a new node is considered for introduction on an element face, the edges for the two diagonals deÿning that face are ÿrst checked. If either of these diagonals' edge slave sets have a member, then the node need not actually be introduced. However, when both edge slave sets are empty, then the new node is introduced. In addition the four nodes deÿning the two diagonal edges are then added to the new node's potential masters set.
Once reÿnement of pixels/voxels in the mesh is complete, it is then necessary to determine which nodes are still hanging and should thus have their degrees of freedom enslaved to their masters. In the course of subdividing pixels and voxels, many elements and edges are necessarily phased out and replaced by their children. If a given edge still exists in the reÿned mesh and if it has a node in its edge slave set, then that node should be enslaved to its masters.
Hierarchy of nodal enslavements
After multiple local mesh reÿnements, the nodal slave-master relations can form a hierarchical structure in which one node is enslaved to masters that may in turn be enslaved to other masters themselves. To ensure full compatibility of the displacement ÿeld in unit-cell FEM analysis, the displacement dependencies between masters and slaves must be resolved. Though the hierarchical relations can make the displacement dependencies complicated, the descending order of slave-master node numbers can facilitate resolution of the di culty. One practice that helps in this regard is that any new node introduced during mesh reÿnement is given a number higher than that of all pre-existing nodes. Consequently, a newly introduced node can be potentially enslaved only to those nodes with smaller identifying numbers. The speciÿc algorithm used to resolve hierarchical displacement dependencies in this work is presented in Box 2.
While both element count and node count increase quite drastically even with selective, constrained selective, and adaptive mesh reÿnement, the analysis problem size as determined by the degrees of freedom count actually increases more modestly than with uniform reÿne-ment due to constraints upon newly introduced nodes. This leads to comparative economy in unit-cell computations employing selective, constrained selective, or adaptive reÿnement compared with uniform mesh reÿnement.
Periodic boundary conditions and mesh reÿnement
4.3.1. Virtual nodal pair groups. In unit-cell computations, periodic boundary conditions are applied to those nodes on the exterior faces of the model. This creates a need for displacement compatibility on opposing exterior boundaries of the unit-cell ( Figure 12 ) and this gives rise to additional concerns when adaptive or selective mesh reÿnement is utilized. For example in three dimensions, since all eight nodes at the vertices of the unit-cell occupy the same relative location within the unit-cell (Figure 13 ), they must all experience the same periodic displacement u * . These eight nodes can be associated with each other using data structures here denoted as virtual pairs. Each vertex node of the unit-cell is a member of seven virtual pairs, and thus each has seven virtual twins. Nodes along interior points of exterior unit-cell edges are members of three virtual pairs, and thus have three virtual twins. Nodes lying on the interior of exterior surfaces of the unit-cell are members of only one virtual pair and thus have only a single virtual twin. When nodes are members of virtual pairs, they are enslaved to each other and their degrees of freedom u * are identical. E ectively this is achieved simply by giving the twin nodes' degrees of freedom identical equation numbers in the system of discrete ÿnite element equations.
Virtual pairs and mesh reÿnement.
After local mesh reÿnement, it is not uncommon for nodes on exterior boundaries of the unit-cell to be members of incomplete virtual pairs. This Box 2. Algorithm for resolving displacement dependency
The ÿnal form of nodal displacement dependency due to hierarchical reÿnement will be:
whereû S is the nodal displacement of slave S,˜ (S; k) is the kth master amongñ S free masters enslaving node S and w
is a weight for displacement dependency of node S on that master node˜ (S; k).
For each node S = 1; : : : ; N node in ascending order (where N node is total number of nodes) If S is a hanging node (a slave node),
1. Identify masters from the set of potential masters (S) = { (S; i)} i = 1; : : : ; n S , (where, n S is number of potential masters for slave S, see Box 1.) 2. Preliminary nodal dependency can be expressed as;
Note that (S; i) should be distinguished from free masters˜ (S; i). For k = 1; : : : ; n S If (S; k) is a hanging node, to say, a slave node, Retrieve displacement dependencyû (S; k) of slave (S; k) from previous step. Note that (S; k)¡S by ascending order of numbering in master-slave relation. Then, using the retrieved displacement dependency:
End If End Loop over k 3. Then the displacement dependencyû S becomes;
is a sum of weights w S˜ ( (S; k); j) related toû˜ (S; k) . End If End Loop over S occurs because opposing boundaries of the unit-cell can have di erent mesh discretizations and there may be no virtual twin for some nodes on the opposing boundaries. When a node on the boundary of the unit-cell is a member of an incomplete virtual pair, it should be enslaved to the nodes in its set of potential masters in order to maintain displacement continuity. The Figure 12 . Illustration of hanging node issues associated with periodic boundary conditions: (a) without periodic boundary condition, node P on periphery of the model is free; and (b) with periodic boundary condition, edge QR has a virtual twin, edge ST, and thus Node P should hang on edge QR to ensure displacement compatibility. master nodes will themselves be members of virtual pairs and thus enslaved to achieve periodic boundary conditions. If the master nodes are themselves members of incomplete virtual pairs, then the process continues in a recursive fashion.
Implementation of constrained selective reÿnement
Practically, constrained-selective reÿnement can be implemented using the data structures mentioned previously. Figure 14 shows an example in which reÿnement of an element leads to introduction of a new node (a child) that hangs along an edge in which one or more of the edge's end nodes (parents) are themselves hanging nodes. In such cases, the nodes just introduced are said to be children, and their potential masters are their parents. When either of the parents is themselves a hanging node along an edge, the element to which the edge on which the parent hangs is then marked for reÿnement. In a similar fashion, Figure 15 shows an example where newly introduced child nodes lying along the external boundaries of the unit-cell are enslaved to parent nodes that are members of incomplete virtual pairs. In such cases, the grandparents of the new child nodes (that is, the parents of the parent that is a member of an incomplete virtual pair) are identiÿed. These grandparents are necessarily members of complete virtual pairs. The edge deÿned by the virtual twins of the grandparents is identiÿed, and the element to which it belongs is then marked for reÿnement.
DEMONSTRATIVE EXAMPLES
Two-dimensional applications
The e ciency and convergence characteristics of the proposed voxel-based meshing and modelling techniques are ÿrst tested in two-dimensions on a relatively simple example. The results of unit-cell homogenization with voxel-based techniques for an aligned ÿbre composite are presented in Figure 16 with three di erent mesh reÿnement options: (i) uniform reÿnement; (ii) unconstrained selective reÿnement; and (iii) adaptive reÿnement. For each mesh discretization, the pixels=voxels containing a mixture of ÿbre and matrix material were modelled ÿrst using the Voigt rule of mixtures (19a), and again using the Reuss rule of mixtures (19b). The Voigt rule provided an upper bound on the sti ness of the mixed voxels, whereas the Reuss rule provides an upper bound on the compliance of mixed voxels. Hence for a given mesh discretization, the spread between the unit-cell analysis results with these two treatments reects the remaining uncertainty in results associated with mixed voxels. Hence, the respective curves with Voigt and Reuss treatment of mixed voxels do not constitute upper and lower bounds on the true solution. This is because additional error or uncertainty in the model exists due to mesh coarseness.
The results of Figure 16 demonstrate the relative e ciency of the three mesh reÿnement alternatives. Uniform reÿnement clearly demonstrates a very slow rate of convergence. Unconstrained selective reÿnement, on the other hand, shows good convergence in the early stages of reÿnement, but with increasing mesh reÿnement, the rate of convergence is comparatively slow. The reason for this behaviour is clear: unconstrained selective reÿnement deals only with the error due to mixed voxels and not the error due to mesh coarseness. For adaptive mesh reÿnement based on the error indicator of (21), convergence of unit-cell analysis results is achieved without the aid of mesh size control (or the constraint that adjoining elements can be no farther than one generation of reÿnement apart) since the error estimator can detect overly coarse mesh regions automatically. The initial mesh used to generate the analysis results of Figure 16 had an element resolution of 16 × 16 or 256 bilinear continuum elements. The ÿnal meshes with uniform, unconstrained selective, constrained selective reÿnement were shown in Figure 7 , while the ÿnal meshes based on adaptive reÿnement were shown in Figure 8 .
It is worth noting here that while adaptive reÿnement worked quite well in the preceding examples, there are cases where it will not work so well. Speciÿcally, as noted recently by Fuenmayor et al. [33] , the success of adaptive reÿnement is highly sensitive to the initial mesh resolution. If the initial mesh is too coarse, the solution based on adaptive mesh reÿnement may never converge to the true solution. This is demonstrated in the results of Figure 17 (b) where the solution based on a coarse initial mesh of 4 × 4 bilinear continuum elements, together with usage of the Reuss rule of mixtures, never converges to the true solution. The results of Figure 17 (a) do show convergence but are somewhat counterintuitive. With adaptive mesh reÿnement, the Voigt treatment of mixed voxels and the Reuss treatment of mixed voxels can lead to di erent distributions of stress=strain in the unit-cell, and thus di erent error estimators. Consequently, the successive generations of adaptively reÿned meshes using the Voigt rule of mixtures will di er from the corresponding generations of adaptively reÿned meshes using the Reuss rule of mixtures. In this sense, voxel-based unit-cell analysis with purely adaptive mesh reÿnement techniques is more involved than the techniques based on constrained-selective reÿnement. This fact coupled with the observation that analysis starting with overly coarse initial meshes may not converge indicates that mesh reÿnement based strictly on error estimates may not be the best way to proceed.
Full three-dimensional textile composite analysis
The proposed voxel techniques are now applied to unit-cell analysis of the textile composite whose unit-cell was shown in Figure 1 . The dimensions and geometrical descriptions of yarns, If the initial mesh is su ciently ÿne, the computed strain energies converge, whereas if the initial mesh is too coarse, the strain energy does not necessarily converge.
along with material properties used are presented in Tables I and II and Figures 6 and 20 . The yarns are assumed to be transversely isotropic aligned-ÿbre composites with 70 and 30% volume fractions of E-glass ÿbres and epoxy matrix, respectively. Local orientation of yarns was taken into account as described in Section 3.3. In Figure 18 , the convergence of computed elastic moduli is presented based on unit-cell analysis with two mesh reÿnement options: (i) uniform and (ii) constrained selective approach. (The adaptive reÿnement option was excluded from consideration here since, as shown in two-dimensional case study, its convergence characteristics are strongly dependent on the initial coarseness of FE mesh and there is no estimating the initial coarseness in advance when dealing with complex material structure.) Of the two options considered, constrained-selective mesh reÿnement leads to a more rapid rate of convergence. However, even after four cycles of constrained-selective mesh reÿnement, and even with over 460 000 DOF in the unit-cell model, there is still approximately 1-4% error=uncertainty in the computed moduli of the composite. The ÿnal voxel mesh of the textile after four generations of constrained selective reÿnement is shown in Figures 19(a) and 20.
To compare the results of voxel-based unit-cell analysis with those representative of unstructured meshing [13] , computed moduli are shown in Figure 18 for the mesh based on 10-noded tri-quadratic tetrahedra mesh shown in Figure 19(b) . The e ective composite moduli computed with the tetrahedral mesh are actually less than those computed by the Reuss lower bound and the reÿned voxel mesh. The reason for this slight discrepancy is the volume fraction errors that occur when going from a voxel mesh to a discrete tetrahedra-based mesh. Speciÿcally, the yarn volume-fraction in the voxel mesh of Figure 19 (a) is 54.57% with 171 968 elements, whereas that in the tetrahedral mesh of Figure 19(b) is 54.11% with 221 024 elements. The discretization error in constituent volume fractions can be virtually eliminated with voxel-based methods, whereas it can never be entirely eliminated in tetrahedra-based methods. in the Section 1, many of the fundamental concepts for voxel-based meshing were originally presented by Hollister et al. [30] . Here, however, the original techniques have been extended considerably with many practical details addressed, including: (i) mathematical descriptions of reinforcing objects such as undulating ÿbrous yarns; (ii) alternative local mesh reÿnement options and the special considerations needed in application of periodic boundary conditions; and (iii) the relative performance of the alternative mesh reÿnement options. Based on these results, it can be stated that the voxel-based meshing techniques proposed here can indeed be used to rapidly and automatically generate 3D unit-cell models of composites with fairly complicated material arrangements such as textiles. It is further noted that the associated models typically involve bilinear quadrilaterals in two-dimensions and trilinear hexahedra in three-dimensions, with both types of elements having excellent shape and aspect ratio characteristics under successive generations of reÿnement. In addition, whereas meshing of textile composites with linear tetrahedral continuum elements has been shown by Wentdorf et al. [9] to result in potentially large material volume fraction errors that may outweigh typical ÿnite element approximation errors, the proposed voxel-based techniques can capture the volume fractions of the di erent composite constituents to any desired level of precision even with coarse meshing. Despite these positive attributes, voxel/pixel based meshing techniques are somewhat more expensive computationally than models based on more conventional meshing techniques. Hence, there is a tradeo with usage of voxel-based meshing and unit-cell analysis of composite materials. The human time required to generate suitable unit-cell models is greatly reduced with the proposed techniques, but the computational cost required to perform the unit-cell analysis (including convergence analysis of the computed e ective material properties) is somewhat more expensive. The added computational expense associated with voxel-based methods can potentially be mitigated using methods that take advantage of the hierarchy of the meshes employed. For example, the hierarchical parent-child data structures used in creating successive generations of increasingly reÿned voxel-based meshes can conceivably be used in scalable multi-grid solving techniques. Speciÿcally, the hierarchical element and node information can be used to automatically generate the prolongation and restriction operators needed with multi-grid solvers. Furthermore, the existence and natural progression of coarse to ÿne voxel-based meshes alleviates the di culty of generating coarse grid model approximations (c.f. Reference [36] ).
While the proposed voxel-based meshing and unit-cell analysis techniques have both strengths and drawbacks, the hierarchical structure of the techniques makes them quite general and easy to implement. In an extension of the techniques presented here, hierarchical voxelbased meshing is used [13] for a few generations of reÿnement, followed by a transition to meshing with materially pure quadratic tetrahedral continuum elements. The hierarchical voxel-based meshes with their excellent aspect ratios and high reÿnement at material interfaces provide an excellent point of departure for meshing with pure, quadratic tetrahedral elements.
